Manage the cargo in your Service Body with E-Track. With options for track in 6 different locations and accessories for every need, E-Track will keep your cargo secure.

**E-TRACK CONFIGURATIONS**

- Options for E-Track in the high and low position on cargo sides and bulkhead of Service Bodies, KUVs and KUVccs.
- All accessories come zinc electroplated with clear chrome post treatment for durability

**ACCESSORIES**

**SINGLE HOOK**
- Universal clip for hanging a variety of items
- Double clip for stability

**LARGE HOOK/LADDER HOLDER**
- Larger hook to accommodate larger items
- Use two large hooks to hang ladders and other long items
- Double clip for stability

**RING HOLDER**
- Designed for storing items vertically in the load space
- Holds 6” PVC tubing
- Double clip for stability

**TIRE RETAINER**
- Adjustable slot to accommodate a variety of tire/wheel sizes
- Double clip for stability

**TAILBOARD CHANNEL**
- Accommodates two-by boards to separate the floor space of the cargo area

**SINGLE TANK HOLDER**
- Designed to hold a single 12 inch tank vertically

**DOUBLE TANK HOLDER**
- Designed to hold two 9 inch tanks vertically